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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS
For Rd, the unit sphere Sdy1 is given by
1r2dy1 2 2< <S s x s x , . . . , x : x ’ x q ??? qx s 1 .Ž . Ž .½ 51 d 1 d
Ž . Ž dy1. dy1For a function f x x g S , which is Lebesgue integrable on S ,
d G 3, the average on the cap of the sphere is given by
1
dy1B f , y s f x ds x , t ) 0, y , x g S ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht F tŽ . cos tFx?yF1
1.1Ž .
d Ž .where y ? x is the inner product in R , ds x is the measure on the
Ž . Ž .sphere, and F t is a normalizing factor so that B 1, y s 1. It is cleart
Ž .that F t is independent of y and, in fact, that
2p Ždy1.r2 t dy2F t s sin u du. 1.2Ž . Ž .Hd y 1G Ž . 02
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Ž . Ž dy1. dy1For a function f x x g S which is integrable on S , the average
Ž .on the rim of the cap S f , y is given byt
1
dy1S f , y s f x dg x , t ) 0, x , y g S , 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht C tŽ . x?yscos t
Ž . Ž .where dg x is the measure d y 2 dimensional of x on x ? y s cos t and
Ž . Ž .C t is the normalizing factor so that S 1, y s 1. In fact, for locallyt
Ž .integrable f S f , y is defined a.e. in t andt
2p Ždy1.r2dy2 dy2dy2C t s m S sin t s sin t . 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d y 1G Ž .2
Ž .We also have the useful description of S f , y ,t
dy2sin tŽ .
S f , y s f y cos t q ¤ sin t dg ¤ , 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht
dy2C tŽ . Sy
Ž . dy2 dy2 dy1where dg ¤ is the measure on S , which is a copy of S ; Ry
given by
dy2 dy1  4S s S l ¤ : ¤ H y .y
From this we can deduce
1 t dy2B f , y s sin t f y cos t q ¤ sin t dg ¤ . 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht
dy2C tŽ . 0 S y
dy1 Ž .The Laplace]Beltrami operator on x g S is given as usual by
˜ dy1< <D f x s D f xr x for x g S , 1.7Ž . Ž .Ž .
where D is the Laplacian; i.e.,
› 2 › 2
D f x s f x q ??? q f x .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2› x › x1 d
Ž dy1.We will deal with f g L S , 1 F p F ‘, and discuss the K-func-p
tional
˜ 2 r 2 r ˜r ˜r dy15 5 5 5K f , D , t s inf f y g q t D g ; D g g L S ,Ž .Ž . p pž /r pp
˜ 2 ˜ 2K f , D , t ’ K f , D , t , 1.8Ž .Ž . Ž .1p p
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˜r ˜ ˜ry1 ˜rŽ .where D g s D D g and g is either of 2 r continuous derivatives or D is
taken in the distributional sense.
ŽOur main results are an estimate of derivatives of B f for f in thet
.appropriate space and a relation between S g y g or B g y g and aver-t t
˜Ž . Ž .ages of B D g for g smooth enough . Applications of these results are ans
asymptotic Voronovskaja-type relation for B f y f , a strong converse in-t
equality for B f y f , and a construction of Stekelov-type means on thet
sphere.
w xSome analogues for the Laplacian were proved earlier in 3 .
2. RELATING S f y f AND B f y f TO THEt t
LAPLACE]BELTRAMI OPERATOR
In this section we will achieve an important relation between S f y ft
and B f y f and averages of the Laplace]Beltrami operator.t
Ž . 2Ž dy1. Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Suppose g x g C S , S g, x gi¤en by 1.3 andt
pdy1˜ Ž .D g gi¤en by 1.7 . Then for x g S and 0 - t - , we ha¤e2
d y 1G duŽ . t2 ˜S g , x y g x s D g y ds y , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht Ždy1.r2 dy22p Ž .0 s usin uŽ . x
Ž .  < < 4 Ž .where s u s y : y s 1, cos u F x ? y F 1 and ds y is the measurex
on Sdy1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .One can rephrase 2.1 using 1.1 and 1.2 by
d y 1G F uŽ .Ž . t2 ˜S g , x y g x s B D g , x du . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ht uŽdy1.r2 dy22p 0 sin uŽ .
As a corollary of Theorem 2.1, we also have the following.
THEOREM 2.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, we ha¤e
B g , x y g xŽ . Ž .t
1 1t udy2 ˜s sin u D g y ds y dr duŽ . Ž .H H Hdy2½ 5F tŽ . Ž .0 0 s rsin rŽ . x
1 1t udy2 ˜s sin u F r B D g , x dr du . 2.3Ž . Ž .Ž .H H rdy2F tŽ . 0 0 sin rŽ .
Proof of Theorem 2.2 assuming Theorem 2.1. We observe that
1 2p Ždy1.r2t dy2B g , x y g x s S g , x y g x sin u du ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ht ud y 1F t GŽ . Ž .0 2
Ž . Ž .which, using 2.1 , implies 2.3 .
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Because the proof involves several geometrical
concepts, we give in the picture below a two-dimensional impression of the
three-dimensional case. While this is not absolutely necessary for the
proof, it may be of help to the reader.
Ž . dy1Using 1.5 , we have, for x g S ,
dy2sin tŽ .
S g , x y g x s g x cos t q ¤ sin t y g x dg ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht
dy2C tŽ . Sx
d y 1G › gŽ . t2s x cos u q ¤ sin u du dg ¤ ,Ž . Ž .H HŽdy1.r2 dy2 ›t2p S 0x
dy2 dy1  4where ¤ g S s S l ¤ : ¤ ? x s 0 and where t is the unit vectorx
given by t s yx sin u q ¤ cos u which is the tangent vector to the curve
Ž . Žz u s x cos u q ¤ sin u , 0 F u F t. Note that the function u is the length
yŽ . . Ž . Ž .of the curve z u from 0 to u . We now introduce the function G y s g < <y
d  4 Ž . Ž . < <on R _ 0 . Clearly, G rz s g z for z s 1 and
› ›




for t as above, x g Sdy1 and ¤ g Sdy2. Using these facts, we can nowx
write
S g , x y g xŽ . Ž .t
d y 1G › gŽ . t2s x cos u q ¤ sin u dg ¤ duŽ . Ž .H HŽdy1.r2 ½ 5dy2 ›t2p 0 Sx
d y 1M « GŽ . Ž .2s Ždy1.r22p
› Gt 1q« dy2= r x cos u q ¤ sin u r dg ¤ dr du ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H
dy2 ›t0 1y« S x
1y1 1q« dy2 dy1 dy1Ž . wŽ . Ž . x Žwith M « s H r dr s 1 q « y 1 y « and clearly1y« d y 1
1Ž . .M « ; .2«
< <For a vector x x s 1 one can define
d < <s r , t s z g R : z s r , x ? z G r cos t 4Ž . Ž .x
dy2 < <s z s rx cos u q r¤ sin u ; ¤ g S , 0 F u F t , 2.4Ž . 4x
d < <g r , t s z g R : z s r , x ? z s r cos t 4Ž . Ž .x
s x s rx cos t q r¤ sin t : ¤ g Sdy2 , 2.5Ž . 4x
V « , t s g r , tŽ . Ž .Dx x
< <ry1 F«
s x s rx cos t q r¤ sin t ; ¤ g Sdy2 , 1 y « F r F 1 q « , 2.6Ž . 4x
and
V « , t s s r , t . 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Dx x
< <ry1 F«
Ž . Ž .Clearly, the boundary of V « , t , › V « , t , is given byx x
› V « , t s V « , t j s 1 y « , t j s 1 q « , t . 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x x x x
Ž .We now observe that V « , u can be given byx
V « , u s z : z s rx cos u q r¤ sin u , ¤ g Sdy2 , 1 y « F r F 1 q «Ž .  4x x
and the d y 1 dimensional measure on it satisfies for integrable func-
tion H
1q«dy2 dy2sin u H rx cos u q r¤ sin u r dg ¤ drŽ . Ž . Ž .H H
dy21y« Sx
s H z dV z .Ž . Ž .H
Ž .V « , ux
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› G › G › GWe further note that , given earlier, satisfies s where n is the›t ›t › n
› GŽ . Ž . Ž .outer normal to V « , u at V « , u , and that, at s 1 " « , u , s 0x x x › n
Ž . Ž . Žwith n normal to V « , u at these surfaces . The neglected part, g 1 "x x
.« , u , where n is ambiguous, is of d y 1 dimensional measure 0. There-
fore,
S f , x y f xŽ . Ž .t
d y 1G M « 1 › GŽ .Ž . t2s z dV z dsŽ . Ž .H HŽdy1.r2 dy2 › n2p Ž .0 V « , usin uŽ . x
d y 1G M « 1 › G zŽ . Ž .Ž . t2s dS z ,Ž .H HŽdy1.r2 dy2 › n2p Ž .0 › V « , usin uŽ . x
Ž . Ž .where dS z is the d y 1 dimensional measure of the surface area. We
now use the divergence theorem and obtain
d y 1G M « 1Ž .Ž . t2
S f , x y f x s DG z dV z du .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht Ždy1.r2 dy22p Ž .0 V « , usin uŽ . x
z z˜Ž . Ž . Ž .We recall that DG z s D g s D g . Hence,< < < <z z
S f , x y f xŽ . Ž .t
d y 1G M « 1Ž .Ž . t 1q«2 dy1 ˜s r D g z ds z dr duŽ . Ž .H H HŽdy1.r2 dy22p Ž .0 1y« s 1, usin uŽ . x
d y 1G M « 1Ž .Ž . t2 ˜s D g z ds z du ,Ž . Ž .H HŽdy1.r2 dy2M «2p Ž . Ž .0 s usin uŽ .1 x
Ž . 1q« dy1 Ž . Ž .where M « s H r dr. As M « rM « “ 1 when « “ 0, the proof1 1y« 1
is complete.
As a corollary, we obtain the direct result.
˜ 2 lŽ .We define the K-functionals K f , D, t byl p
˜ 2 l 2 l ˜ ldy 1 dy15 5 5 5K f , D , t s inf f y g q t D f , 2.9Ž .Ž . L ŽS . L ŽS .ž /l p p p
2 l dy1Ž .ggC S
˜ ˜ l ˜ ˜ ly1Ž .where D is the Laplace]Beltrami operator and D s D D . It is conve-
nient for us to take infimum on the class of functions with 2 l continuous
derivatives and, by doing this, we do not loose any generality. This follows,
w x Ž .as was shown in 1 , that the K-functional given in 2.9 is equivalent to the
ŽK-functional which uses infimum on much larger classes which includes
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˜the class for which the lth strong iterate of D or the l th distributional
˜ dy1Ž .. Ž .iterate of D is in L S . In fact, all these K-functionals for a given lp
were shown to be equivalent to a ‘‘realization’’ for which g is a spherical
1 Ž w x .harmonic of degree ; . See 1, Theorem 8.2 .t
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.3. For B f and S f gi¤en by 1.1 and 1.3 , we ha¤e, fort t
1 F p F ‘,
˜ 2 ˜ 2dy 15 5 dy 1f y B f F CK f , D , t ’ CK f , D , t 2.10Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .L ŽS . L St 1 pp p
and
˜ 2dy 15 5f y S f F CK f , D , t . 2.11Ž .Ž .L ŽS .t pp
While, traditionally, one assumes that when p s ‘ we are actually
Ž dy1. Ž Ž dy1..dealing with C S and not L S , this is of no consequence here‘
˜ 2Ž . Ž . 5 5 Ž . Ž 5since, in case K f , D, t s o 1 or f y B f s o 1 or even f y‘‘ t
5 Ž .. Ž dy1.S f s o 1 when t “ 0 q , we have that f is equivalent, in L S , to‘t ‘
dy1 ˜ 2Ž . Ž . Ž .a function in C S anyway, and when K f , D, t is not o 1 asp
Ž . Ž . Ž .t “ 0 q , 2.10 and 2.11 are of no interest and valid in any case .
Proof. We choose g g C 2 such that
2 ˜ ˜ 25 5 5 5f y g q t D g F 2 K f , D , t .Ž .p p p
Ž dy1.As B and S are contractions on L St t p
5 5B f y g y f y g F 2 f y g andŽ . Ž . ppt
5 5S f y g y f y g F 2 f y g .Ž . Ž . ppt
Using the identities in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we get
2 ˜ 2 ˜5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5B g y g F Ct D g and S g y g F Ct D g .p p p pt t
Ž .3. SMOOTHNESS OF POWERS OF B f , xt
Ž dy1.It is well known that for 1 F p F ‘, B is a contraction on L S ;t p
that is,
dy 1 dy15 5B f , x F f , 1 F p F ‘. 3.1Ž . Ž .Ž .L S L ŽS .t p p
˜ŽIt is also known and follows easily using the fact that B and D can bet
. 2Ž dy1.given by multipliers that for f g C S ,
˜ ˜D B f , x s B D f , x . 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž .t t
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Ž .The tangential gradient, grad f x , is defined byt
› f › f
grad f x s , . . . , , 3.3Ž . Ž .tan ž /› ¤ › ¤1 dy1
where the collection ¤ , . . . , ¤ is an orthonormal basis of the space1 dy1
1Ž dy1.orthogonal to x. Clearly, when f g C S ,
› f xŽ .
grad f x s max . 3.4Ž . Ž .tan ›jjHx
We can now establish the following result.
Ž dy1. Ž dy1.THEOREM 3.1. For f g L S , 1 F p F ‘, grad B f g L Sp tan t p
and
2C tŽ . y1
dy 1 dy1 dy15 5 5 5 5 5grad B f F f F C d t f , 3.5Ž . Ž .L ŽS . L ŽS . L ŽS .tan t p p pF tŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where F t and C t are gi¤en by 1.2 and 1.4 , respecti¤ely.
Ž .Proof. We first rewrite B f , x for j H x byt
21 'Ž Ž < < ..arccos cos tr 1y ¤B f , x s f ¤ q x cos u q j sin uŽ . Ž .H H žt 2F t 'Ž . Ž Ž < < ..B sin t yarccos cos tr 1y ¤x , j
2' < <= 1 y ¤ du d¤ , 3.6Ž ./
 < < 4where B sin t s ¤ : ¤ ? x s 0, ¤ ? j s 0, ¤ F sin t . We now differenti-x, j
ate with respect to j and obtain
›
B f , xŽ .t›j
1 2 2< <'s f ¤ q x ? cos t q j 1 y ¤ y cos t a t , ¤Ž .Ž .H ž /F tŽ . B sin tx , j
2 2< <'yf x q x cos t y j 1 y ¤ y cos t b t , ¤ d¤ ,Ž .Ž .ž /
Ž . Ž .where a t, ¤ and b t, ¤ are close to 1 and are bounded by 1. We now
have
›
B f , xŽ .t›j
2 2 2< <'F f ¤ q x cos t q j 1 y ¤ y cos t d¤Ž .H ž /½F tŽ . B sin tx , j
2 2< <'q f ¤ q x cos t q j 1 y ¤ y cos t d¤ ,Ž .H ž / 5B sin tx , j
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 4and observe that the integrands are on the set y : y ? x s cos t with
2 2< <'y s ¤ q x cos t . j 1 y ¤ y cos t and that the measure is smallerŽ .
Ž . Ž . Žthan the measure dg x of 1.6 as it is a projection of it on the
Ž . .hyperplane d y 2 dimensional perpendicular to both x and j . There-
fore,
› 2C tŽ .
< <B f , x F S f , x ,Ž . Ž .t t›j F tŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where C t and F t are given in 1.4 and 1.2 .
Ž .2C t CWe note that F and that we now have the estimate forŽ .F t t
CŽ . < Ž . < Ž < < .grad B f , x , grad B f , x F S f , x .t t tt
Ž dy1.Hence, for 1 F p F ‘ and f g C S ,
C C
< < 5 5grad B f , x F S f , x F f ,Ž . Ž . pp pt tt t
dy1 dy1Ž . Ž . Ž .and since C S is dense in L S for 1 F p - ‘, we have 3.5 .p
Ž .From Theorem 3.1 and the commutativity in 3.2 , we can now derive
the following result.
Ž dy1. Ž dy1.THEOREM 3.2. For f g L S , 1 F p - ‘, or f g C S ,p
Crr˜5 5 5 5D B ??? B f F f , 1 F p F ‘. 3.7Ž .p pt t1 2 r t ??? t1 2 r
Ž dy1.Proof. Consideration in Theorem 3.1 implies that if f g L S ,p
Ž . 1 Ž dy1. Ž1 F p F ‘, B f , x g L S when only derivatives in tangential tot p
dy1.S are taken into account. Similarly, B ??? B f has 2 r derivatives int t1 2 r
Ž dy1. 1Ž dy1. rŽ dy1.L . Moreover, f g C S implies B f g C S and f g C Sp t
rq1Ž dy1. 2Ž dy1. Ž dy1.implies B f g C S . For f g C S and f g L S , we chooset p
Ž dy1. y1 y1 5 5g g L S q q p s 1 such that g s 1 andqq
˜ ˜² : 5 5g , D B B f G D B B f y « .pt t t t
We may now write
˜ ˜ ˜² : ² : ² :g , D B B f s g , B D B f s B g , D B ft t t t t t
² :s grad B g , grad B f .tan t tan t
Using Theorem 3.1, we have
˜5 5 5 5 5 5D B B f y « F grad B g ? grad B fp q pt t tan t tan t
C C C 2
5 5 5 5 5 5F g ? f F f ,q p pt t tt
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2Ž dy1.which, as « is arbitrary and C S is dense in L , implies our result forp
Ž .r s 1. Repetition of the above consideration implies 3.7 .
Ž dy1. Ž dy1.We note that if f g L S then f g L S and hence B f gp 1 h
Ž dy1.C S and for the price of adding one more operation by B we mayh
deal with derivatives in the regular sense rather than strong derivatives
in L .p
4. STRONG CONVERSE INEQUALITY
w xWe will prove a strong converse inequality of type B in the sense of 2
w xutilizing results from earlier sections as well as the technique of 2 . The
result is given in the next theorem.
dy1 ˜ 2Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1. For f g L S , 1 F p F ‘, and K f , D, t ’p p
˜ 2Ž . Ž .K f , D, t , gi¤en by 2.9 , we ha¤e, for some M independent of f , p, or t,1 p
˜ 2 5 5 5 5K f , D , t f f y B f q f y B f . 4.1Ž .Ž . p pt tr Mp
We note that we need to show only that
˜ 2 5 5 5 5K f , D , t F C f y B f q f y B f , 4.2Ž .Ž . Ž .p pt tr Mp
Žwith C independent of t and f and in fact C is independent of p,
.1 F p F ‘, as well .
Ž .From 4.2 , one can easily deduce the well known
˜ 2 5 5K f , D , t f sup f y S f , 1 F p F ‘,Ž . php
< <h Ft
which constitutes a strong converse inequality of type D in the terminol-
w x Ž .ogy of 2 as supremum is used .
Ž dy1. Ž dy1.We do not have to replace L S by C S as remarked after‘
Ž .Theorem 2.3, but in fact the latter space is what matters for p s ‘ .
Ž .For the proof of 4.2 , we need a super Voronovskaja-type result given in
the following lemma.
4Ž dy1.LEMMA 4.2. For g g C S and 1 F p F ‘, we ha¤e
4 2˜ ˜dy 1 dy15 5B g y g y a t D g F C t D g , 4.3Ž . Ž .Ž .L S L ŽS .t 1p p
2 Ž . 2where At F a t F Bt .
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Proof. We can use Theorem 2.2 and write
1 1t udy2 ˜B g , x y g x s sin u F r B D g , x dr duŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht rdy2F t sin rŽ . 0 0
1 1t udy2˜s D g x sin u F r dr duŽ . Ž .H H dy2F t sinŽ . 0 0
1 t dy2q sin uH
F tŽ . 0
1u ˜ ˜= F r B D g , x y D g x dr duŽ . Ž .Ž .H ž /rdy2sin r0
˜’ a t D g x q T g .Ž . Ž . t
Ž . 2 2 Ž . 2Asymptotically, a t behaves like Mt and, in fact, 0 - At F a t F Bt .
˜Ž .We now estimate, using Theorem 2.2 again, the expression B D g, x yr
˜ Ž .D g x , and obtain
4 ˜25 5 5 5T g F C t D g ,p pt 1
Ž .which implies 4.3 .
w xThe technique developed in 2 together with the inequality
A
m˜5 5 5 5D B F fp pt 2t
for A sufficiently small and some m independent of f , p, and t is
sufficient for the proof of
˜ 2 5 5K f , D , t F C B f y f ,Ž . ptp
which is a strong converse inequality of type A.
In fact, we conjecture the following result.
Ž dy1. Ž .Conjecture 4.3. For f g L S , B f given by 1.1 , and any « ) 0,p t
Ž .there exists m s m « with m independent of f , p, and t, such that
«
m˜5 5 5 5D B f F f . 4.4Ž .p pt 2t
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Ž .Proof of Theorem 4.1. We use 4.3 with B f taking the place of B ftr M t
and B4 f taking the place of g to writet
t
4 4 4˜B B f y B f y a D B ftr M t t tž /M p
4t
2 2˜ ˜< 5s C D B D B f p1 t tž /M
t 2
2 2˜5 5F C C D B f p1 t4M
2 2t t
2 4 2 2 2˜ ˜5 5F C C D B f q C C D B B y I fŽ .p p1 t 1 t t4 4M M
t 2 2
2 4 4˜5 5F C C D B f q C C B y I f ,Ž .p p1 t 1 t4 4M M
Ž . Ž .with C of 4.3 and C of 3.5 . We can now choose M independently of f1
and t so that
t 2 1 t
2 4 4˜ ˜5 5 < 5C C D B f F a D B f ,p p1 t t4 ž /2 MM
and our theorem follows.
We note that
4 2 ˜ 45 5 5 5B f y f q t D B fp pt t
w x 2is a realization of the K-functional in the sense of 4 , and, in fact, B ft
Ž . 4but not B f can replace B f in that realization.t t
5. STEKELOV]TYPE MEANS
Ž .For a function on R or T , the Stekelov means were given by
1 h h
M f x s ??? f x q u q ??? qu du ??? du , 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hrh , r 1 r 1 r2hŽ . yh yh
which satisfy in L , 1 F p F ‘,p
5 5 5 5M f F f 5.2Ž .p ph , r
5 5 2M f y f F Cv f , h 5.3Ž . Ž .pph , r
Ž s. ys sM f F Ch v f , h s F r 5.4Ž . Ž .pph , r
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and the realization of K-functionals or moduli of smoothness
y2 Ž2. 25 5f y M f q h M f f v f , h . 5.5Ž . Ž .pp ph , 2 h , 2
There are numerous modifications and generalizations. In what follows, we
show, as a corollary of earlier theorems of this paper, the analogue for
Sdy1 where the Laplace]Beltrami operator takes the place of the second
derivative.
Ž dy1.For f g L S , 1 F p F ‘, we define the Stekelov-type means A fp t
by
1 F uŽ .t
A f x s B f , x du , 5.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht udy2m tŽ . 0 sin uŽ .
Ž .where m t is such that A 1 s 1; in other words,t
d y 1G F uŽ .Ž . t2
m t s du .Ž . HŽdy1.r2 dy22p 0 sin uŽ .
Ž dy1.THEOREM 5.1. For f g L S , we ha¤ep
C tŽ .
D˜ A f x s S y I f , 5.7Ž . Ž . Ž .p pt t2t
y1 Ž .with C F C t F C ,1 1
˜ 25 5f y A f F CK f , D , t , 5.8Ž .Ž .pt 1 p
and
2 ˜ ˜ 25 5 5 5f y A f q t D A f f K f , D , t . 5.9Ž .Ž .p pt t 1 p
˜ 25 5 Ž .Proof. In fact, as it is known that sup S f y f f K f , D, t ,p0 - hF t h 1 p
˜ 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5.9 follows from 5.7 , 5.8 , and the definition of K f , D, t . To prove1 p
Ž . 2Ž dy1.5.8 , we choose g g C S such that
2 ˜ ˜ 25 5 5 5f y g q t D g F 2 K f , D , t .Ž .p p 1 p
Clearly,
5 5 5 5f y A f F f y g y A f y g q g y A g ’ I t q I t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p ppt t t 1 2
Ž dy1.As B is a contraction on L S , so is A , and henceu p t
5 5I t F 2 f y g .Ž . p1
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Ž .To estimate I t , we write2
1 F uŽ .t
A g x y g x s B g , x y g x du ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ht udy2m tŽ . 0 sin uŽ .
and hence
5 5 5 5A g y g F sup B g y g .p pt u
uFt
Ž .We now use 2.3 to obtain
2 ˜ 2 ˜5 5 5 5 5 5A g y g F C sup u D g F Ct D g .p pt
uFt
Ž . 2Ž dy1.To prove 5.7 we note that, for g g C S ,
˜ ˜D A g s A D g . 5.10Ž .t t
2Ž dy1. Ž .Hence, for g g C S , we have by 2.2
d y 1G Ž .2
D˜ A g s m t S g y g .Ž . Ž .t tŽdy1.r22p
2Ž dy1. Ž dy1.Approximating f by g g C S in L S and recalling the bound-p
Ž dy1.edness of S in L S , we havet p
d y 1G Ž .2
D˜ A f s m t S f y fŽ . Ž .t tŽdy1.r2ž /2p
Ž dy1. Ž . 2in L S . A simple calculation shows m t ; t as t “ 0, and hencep
Ž . Ž dy1.5.7 is proved. Usually, one requires in case p s ‘ that f g C S , as in
case f g L . S f y f is not necessarily small when t “ 0. However, the‘ t
results stated are valid for 1 F p F ‘.
The Stekelov-type means satisfy a strong converse inequality of type B,
that is,
Ž dy1.THEOREM 5.2. For f g L S , 1 F p F ‘, there exists N independentp
of f , t, and p such that
˜ 25 5 5 5f y A f q f y A f f K f , D , t . 5.11Ž .Ž .p pt tr N 1 p
w xThe proof follows the ideas in 2 and is very similar to that of Theorem
4.1, and hence we will omit the computations involved. In any case, we
Ž .believe that it will be possible to drop the second term on the left of 5.11
in the future.
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˜Induction and commutativity of A and D for smooth functions, that is,t
˜ ˜ 2 dy1D A f s A D f for f g C S ,Ž .t t
imply
r
C tŽ . rr r˜5 5D A f s S y I f . 5.12Ž . Ž .p pt t2 rt
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